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Rachel Feldman is a business coach for health-
focused solopreneurs and entrepreneurs, helping
them to nail down their niche, get their work out there
strategically, and start building the business they
deserve. https://rachelafeldman.com

Get her ready to launch 5 day healthy habit challenge
for wellness coaches >>> http://bit.ly/Hclaunch

3 STEPS TO CREATE YOUR 
IRRESISTIBLE OFFERS
3 STEPS TO CREATE YOUR 
IRRESISTIBLE OFFERS

Opt-in freebies
Workshops (online or in-person)
DIY or gateway programs (4-21 days)
1:1 and group coaching

Step 2:  Consider your solutions

How can you help your ideal client overcome each of the
problems you listed in step one? Take the list of 20
problems and write down a possible way to address each
one of them. 

For example: if your ideal client is struggling with weight,
your solution might be quitting sugar. Or if your ideal client
struggles with bloating, your solution might be addressing
gut health. 

These solutions will help you create offers that your ideal
client will happily pay for! Because you’re addressing their
pain and offering them a way to overcome it.

Step 3:  Map out your offers

Now think about each of your solutions from step two (e.g.
programs, freebies, workshops) and what kind of offers
they can be turned into. 

Each one of your free and paid offers needs to solve a
specific problem that your ideal client is facing. This is
how you grow your list and sell out your offers! 

List out the topics for the following things you can offer,
based on your solutions from step two:  

By the end of this article, you will have a more precise action
plan, so you can build the profitable business you deserve.

Step 1:  Define your ideal clients’ pain points

Use your experiences and story, along with what you know
about your ideal client, to brainstorm at least 20 problems your
ideal client is struggling with. 

These problems don’t have to be huge, life-altering issues. It’s
best if you have a solid mix of small problems (these become
opt-in gifts and other low-cost offers) and catastrophic
dilemmas (these are your high-ticket coaching programs).

When you market to your ideal clients, you have to speak to the
struggle and pain that they’re living in right now. Don’t make a
mistake that many health coaches fall victim to by only talking
about the final result. Make this list of at least 20 issues your
ideal client is facing. This is the foundation of your messaging
and offers.

By: Rachel Feldman
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As I write this, we are in the middle of a pandemic and
there is a lot of economic uncertainty. There are also a
lot of demands on our time from keeping a clean home
environment, to having more family members at home,
homeschooling, caring for elderly parents ,and more.
So, how can you reach a larger audience without
spending hours on social media, networking and lining
up speaking engagements during these crazy times? 

Write a book. A book can do so much of the leg work for
your business without you having to be there. It’s low
cost and high value so it’s an easy purchase for your
potential customers, plus it can be consumed as a book,
ebook or as a podcast, even while doing other tasks. So,
you can reach a lot more people. 

And books give you more credibility because while
eighty-one per cent of people say they want to write one,
less than 1-2% ever will, so you are in rare company
and looked up to as an authority once you write one.

But even when entrepreneurs decide to write a book, they
often times aren’t sure how and most do it the wrong way. 

They start writing without considering the marketplace.
They don’t ask themselves who they will serve who can
afford their offerings and what, as authors, they will
contribute that is new or different to the conversation to
stand out from the crowd. 

Instead, they write what they want to write or what they
THINK their audience wants. This is what is called “hope
marketing” i.e. writing a book that you hope will sell.

If you want your book to sell, you must look at the
marketing piece first. There are five elements that you
must consider to insure success. However, if you’ve
already written a book, it’s never too late to go back and
do it now.

The Best Way to Reach a
Bigger Audience Now!

BY: ELLEN VIOLETTE
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LEGAL ISSUES THAT CANNOT

LEGAL ISSUES THAT CANNOT

BE OVERLOOKED WHEN

BE OVERLOOKED WHEN

EXPANDING ACROSS BORDERS

EXPANDING ACROSS BORDERS

BY LAUREN COHEN



Are there franchise issues involved that need to be
addressed?
If you are setting up a business that may be crossing
state lines in the U.S. - are there intra-state issues?
If you are setting up a business in a European country –
do you need to contemplate the ongoing EU issues?
· What are the tax implications of setting up the
business, and how will they be handled? 
How will funds be transferred from one country to
another, and are there currency restrictions or
conversion issues to address?
How different are the employment laws in the target
country, and how do you ensure that you will adequately
handle them?

Expanding across borders without considering these critical
issues can spell not only a business disaster, but also a legal
disaster, translating to huge financial implications, fines, and
perhaps other legal ramifications. Therefore, it is always
recommended to not only seek legal advice from counsel in
your home country, but also from the country(ies) into which
you are expanding.

Lauren is an International Lawyer & Realtor navigates a path
for clients to invest, live, work & play across borders.
www.bit.ly/goglobalreport CODE: INTERNATIONAL

What type of entity should you set up?
Where should you set it up, and why? 
If you sell products, do you need FDA approval (Food
and Drug Administration) in the U.S. – or the
equivalent in your target country? 
What are the import-export rules, and are there tariffs
or duties to consider? 
Do you need licensing agreements? What are
licensing agreements for that matter?

The appeal of international expansion has become
increasingly attractive in today's global marketplace. And
with the so-called laptop lifestyle, no matter how hard we
try to achieve it, it's a somewhat elusive concept for us
many of us to grasp.

Companies and business owners must be aware of the
many inherent risks associated with such expansion, as a
failure to pay attention to these risks will no doubt lead to
failure, whether over the short- or long-term.

Some of the most critical considerations center around the
multitude of legal and regulatory issues that must be
considered when going global. These issues are
significant,  and it can be overwhelming. For example,
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BE THE VOICE THAT 
YOUR CLIENTS WANT TO HEAR

By Emily Cross, Ph.D.
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Lastly, you will focus on these top five goals and ignore
the rest. When you try to work on the other goals, you
can easily get distracted and risk not completing your
priority goals. It seems harsh, but it helps you keep
focused on the most important goals first to ensure
completion.

Eyes on the Prize

The other 20 goals become your “Avoid at All Costs” list.
New things will come along, so find a way to manifest your
future goals and add to the list. I like to use vision boards and
journals to remember my original thoughts and add new
ideas to the board as I grow personally and professionally in
my business.

Don’t chip away at those other goals until you’re past the five
top priorities, as you need to be specific and intentional with
your time and money. Guard your five top ideas, and you will
receive the results you want without losing focus.

Finally, check-in with yourself to track your progress. Set a
regular time on your calendar—weekly, monthly, or quarterly
—to revisit your business goals. Take the time to find what is
working and what’s not, as it will direct your attention to the
most important aspects of your business, identify any gaps,
and enable you to crush it year after year.

Kimberly Olson is the creator of The Goal Digger Girl, where she
serves entrepreneurs by teaching them simple systems & online
strategies in sales & marketing. Grab her FREE social media
content calendar at https://bit.ly/GDGContentCalendarTrello

First, write down 25 career goals. Think deeply about
the reason behind choosing each goal and figure out
where you want to be at the end of your career. These
goals don’t have to happen within the next year; think
short-term AND long-term. Do a brain dump and think
deeply about what you’d like to achieve in your
business.
Second, draw a circle around your top five goals of
the 25. These are your highest priority goals. It can be
easy to lose focus on specific tasks when you are
managing and handling your business. By getting
these five figured out, you are one step closer to
success and can narrow down the priorities of your
business.

Stop and think: how did last year look for my business?
Think of the ‘big picture’ of your future, think of your end
goals, and consider what did and did not work in the last
year for your business. Set your goals high, and even if
you fall short, you are still on the way to finding success.

The Strategy 

Warren Buffet, a billionaire and incredibly successful
businessman, has set three strategic steps to achieve his
goals. By living through this strategy and implementing
smart practices in your own business, you can stay
focused, motivated, and prepared.
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3 SMART STEPS

TO CRUSHING

YOUR BUSINESS

GOALS

By Kimberly Olson
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OVERCOMING SELF-LIMITING BELIEFSOVERCOMING SELF-LIMITING BELIEFSOVERCOMING SELF-LIMITING BELIEFS
   TO GROW YOUR BUSINESSTO GROW YOUR BUSINESSTO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

By Annie Ashdown
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Money
TO ATTRACT MONEY YOU MUST FOCUS

ON WEALTH. - RHONDA BYRNE
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"THERE IS NO FORCE MORE POWERFUL
THAN A WOMAN DETERMINED TO RISE."
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Mind



Unless you've been living under a rock, you've heard
about the power of mindset.

What we believe and think permeates every aspect of
our lives. As such, if you have negative thoughts and
beliefs about money, it could have a devastating
effect on your business success.

A negative mindset may have you thinking that
clients won't pay what you are asking, that growing a
business is beyond your capabilities, or that you don't
know what the hell you are doing. However, these
types of negative messages are a result of a negative
mindset.

These types of negative beliefs that you have about
yourself will crush your dreams and sabotage your
business success.

As an entrepreneur, you need to believe in, and own
your worth.

You need to ask for rates that you are deserving of –
regardless of your prospect's financial status.

Why? Because if you genuinely believe in the value
of your products or services, you will present as a
confident, highly skilled businesswoman, which will
net you high paying clients and a thriving business.

The mind IS very powerful, and just like how negative
self-talk can make you believe your own lies, positive
self-talk can make you believe your own truths!

Living with a constant barrage of negative messages
running through your brain in the background is
exhausting. And it holds you back from believing in
yourself. Some of these negative messages may
have started in your childhood. Or perhaps it was
because you flunked out of college, or your marriage
failed, regardless of how or when, what's important is
to get to the root cause so you can pull those rotten
roots out, and build a new foundation.

FLIP THE SWITCH
Change Your Mindset From Negative to Positive

and Watch the Money Roll In!
BY: SERENA CARCASOLE
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COUNTER THE NEGATIVE WITH POSITIVE

To counter the negative messages that your
subconscious is telling you, incorporate positive
affirmations into your daily routine. 

As you are getting ready in the morning, you can say
to yourself, "I am powerful, brilliant, and talented. I
got this!"

It may feel uncomfortable at first. But try it on for size.
Eventually, you will find that the positive messaging
fits. More importantly, it will feel amazing afterwards! 

You will find that how you feel about yourself will
translate into how you will start to SHOW UP in your
business – as well as your personal life!

Next, you need to play a detective and poke holes in
the negative theories (beliefs) that you have about
yourself. 

On the right column, think of what your friends and
family would say about your negative beliefs. 

Why did I say that (or think that)?
Do I honestly believe this?
Do I struggle with these types of negative beliefs
in my personal life – or is this just a business
issue?
Have my parents, partner, friends said these
negative things to me before?
If so, how did it make me feel?

On the left column, list all of the negative things that
you catch yourself saying or thinking. You'll know it's
negative because it will make you feel bad writing it
down. Leave the right column blank for now.

Now reflect on where those negative messages could
be coming from. Ask yourself the following questions:

Knowing where your negative mindset is based, you
are in a better position to do something about it.

Continue your list and change the column headings
to "Lies I Tell Myself" (negative things you tell
yourself) and "The Truth" (positive reality).You can
add to this list when you find yourself getting
overwhelmed with negative self-talk.
TRY IT ON FOR SIZE 
(NEW CONCEPTS/BELIEFS)

Serena Carcasole is a Business Growth Strategist and
Money Breakthrough Coach. She helps knowledge-
preneurs such as coaches and other service based
businesses to have standout brands that generates
consistent leads and clients on demand.

For example, if you wrote down, "I don't know what the
hell I'm doing." Positive people in your life might say
that you are "a smart businesswoman with savvy
marketing skills and killer writing abilities." 

First, you need to become aware of the negative self-
talk. Be mindful of your language when you say
negative things to yourself. When your brain starts to
go down that rabbit hole of negative thoughts, you
need to document it.

Take a sheet a paper and draw a line down the middle
of the page (from top to bottom), making two columns.

It's time to flip the switch!

GET TO THE ROOT SOURCE OF THE
NEGATIVE MESSAGES

They have just proved that you actually have what it
takes to be a successful entrepreneur!

Another example, if you said, "people don't want to
pay for my product – they prefer to get it for free." In
truth, science tells us that people learn better and
take more seriously products and services that they
spent money on. And, people often choose higher-
priced products and services because they believe
it's better quality. 

If you say, "Sales are scary! I can't sell anything." The
reply you might hear is, "Hogwash! Selling is a skill
that can be learned."
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LEARN - GROW - THRIVE



Join our Community of 50,000+ 
Amazing Women  Entrepreneurs

www.facebook.com/groups/amazingwomenentrepreneurs
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Well-being
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"THE HUMAN BODY IS THE BEST PIECE OF ART."
- Jess C. Scott
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Creating Anti

Fragile Immunity

By Dr. Melissa Grill-Petersen



Your immune system is your internal first line of defense that
is meant to respond to your interaction with the world and
environment around you.  Each exposure to various stimuli,
bacteria or pathogens “teaches” the immune system what to
identify as a future “threat” or friend. This ensures a quick and
swift future response will be activated, the pathogen
neutralized, and the body restored to a thriving state.

A perfect design, until overload, disruption and stress strike
activating a chronic hyper-vigilant state that leads to
breakdown in the immune system and body leading to
sickness and dis-ease. 

A key signal to your system activating a change in your
immune readiness if found in certain seasons, like fall/ winter.
This is a time when the leaves are falling from the trees and
less CO2 is able to be absorbed from the atmosphere. 

Increased CO2 levels in our atmosphere combined with
improper breathing ( short, fast into the chest via the mouth
vs soft and slow into the belly through the nose) lead to
increased CO2 in the body, shown to create a state called
hypercapnia. Recent studies have shown that hypercapnia
adversely affects innate immunity, host defense, lung edema
clearance and cell proliferation.

As the seasons change, now is your time to create your
immune defense strategy to support your system to do more
than just survive, but rather to THRIVE!  Here is your anti-
fragile strategy for enhanced health, vitality, and wellbeing.

>> Focus on your breath. This will balance the CO2/ O2
exchange, regulate your nervous system, and enhance your
overall health. The normal breath rate per minute should
ideally be between 6-9 breaths in and out through your nose.
Breathe like a baby, in and out through your nose, never your
mouth gently with ease.

>> Get natural morning and evening sunlight. Did you
know that the first and last 90 minutes of each day’s light is
filled with powerful information for your system?  Taking up to
10 minutes to go outside, and sun gaze will support a healthy
circadian rhythm, vitamin D and cortisol response ( cortisol is
one of the most powerful hormones that will when there is too
much stress, creates a catabolic breakdown state in your
body and immune health).

>>Sleep!  If you truly want to help your body be its
healthiest thriving self, then sleep must become a non-
negotiable.  If you get less than 7 hours per night, the
impact is clinically shown to have a cumulative negative
effect on the function of your immune system and overall
metabolic health. Less sleep reduces levels of cytokines, a
type of protein that targets infection and inflammation,
effectively creating an immune response. Do your best to
be in bed by 10, aim for 8 hours of quality sleep in a cool,
dark room free of electronics known to disrupt your
circadian rhythm.

>> Supplement. This is a much deeper conversation, yet
the foundational immune elements are of course, Vitamin C,
Zinc and Vitamin D.  For advanced strategies, melatonin
and nitric oxide are powerful viral protectors and I use
peptide therapies with my clients like Thymosin Alpha,
BPC- 157 and Selank.

We all want to find a big answer, a pill, potion, or solution
“out there” yet that is not where the true answer lies.  To
truly become anti- fragile, a state of expressing enhanced
health, vitality, resilience and thriving that allows us to
evolve into higher states of wellbeing we each must begin
to curate a state of optimal health within.  

Go within, support yourself and health first!  Until you do,
you will never fully be able to show up and share your gifts,
your passion, talents, and abilities at 100%.  De-stress,
breathe, rest, and allow your body to reset with proper
hydration, nutrients, and sleep so you can be the amazingly
healthy you, here to make your impact in the world. 

For more information or support on how you can
unlock your health potential to flourish and thrive, visit;
www.DocMelissa.com

©2019 BIZ NAME, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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IS A 10-YEAR-OLD
RUNNING YOUR LIFE?

By DEB CANTIN
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Connect with you inner soul
for a better quality life!
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Spirit
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October is laced with so many magical and intense moments. It starts with a bang on October 1 with a Full (Harvest) Moon in Aries.
Full Moons bring the energy of culmination, and this one brings big energy. While we really want to get a lot done, distractions can
cause frustration, so make sure you've got specific plans for a few days around the Full Moon to work off excess energy. It's always
best to go the gentle way with yoga or body-mind-spirit practices, but you may prefer a run in the park or some other energy-burning
exercise. Just don't overdo it. 

On October 7 Mercury and Uranus line up in an opposition, and this is a perfect time for a social media fast. Seriously. Mental stress
is the name of this combo, so don't go all tinfoil hat. Meditation and mindfulness practices are perfect around that date. October 10th
brings a lovely Venus/Uranus trine influencing your ability to come up with money-making ideas and finding creative solutions in
relationships. 

A Libra New Moon on the 16th is the time to set your intentions around partnerships/relationships/bringing peace and comfort into
your world and looking at how you can feel more balanced in life. Sometimes in order to achieve balance, we have to have our
imbalances cosmically hit us in the head. So while this may not be peaches and cream for everyone, it's an opportunity to turn the ship
around. Set intentions in writing, and use “I am...” rather than “I want...” as you write your list. 

October 19, we get a break from the tension as Venus forms a trine (an aspect of flow) to lucky Jupiter, then a few days later, Pluto,
then Saturn, and for a few days, we get some feel-good, let's get things done as these combinations help us be willing to see what's
been weighing us down and where we can release some old thinking that no longer works for us. 

And finally, the big day for many fans of all things spooky...HALLOWEEN! This Halloween comes complete with a magnificent Full
Moon, which is a Blue Moon because it's the 2nd Full Moon in the month. Not only that, the Sun will have moved into mysterious
Scorpio and will set up in opposition to crazy Uranus in Taurus. This is no doubt going to be a super wild Halloween! Oh, and we get
an extra hour of it as well. Whether you celebrate at home or outside in some creative, socially distant way, I hope you enjoy the
energy. Be careful as some people will literally be as wacked out as werewolves under these conditions, so it's best to know who
you're hanging out with. But we will definitely see unique ways of celebrating-possibly more decorations up than ever before as so
many are home now. Who knows? Maybe driving around seeing the Halloween decorations will become the new thing-like people do
at Christmas. Hey-anyone have a limo? You could have a nice little side hustle this year! Whether you celebrate All Hallow's Eve or
not, be careful, be smart and enjoy the beauty, magic and mystery of the autumn season.

TAROLOGY™ FOR OCTOBER 2O20TAROLOGY™ FOR OCTOBER 2O20
by Suzie Kerr Wright

Astrologer, Psychic Medium
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Michele Duhigg is an empowerment coach that helps her
soul sisters overcome obstacles to live a purpose-led life
of fulfillment, freedom, and abundance! 

I was 16 years old when my life completely changed
(for the first time).  I was on a church trip to Six Flags
Magic Mountain, and I gave my life to Christ.  As
amazing and powerful as it was to get up in front of
everyone and declare my new-found faith, it also set me
on a long road of internal conflict.

I had no doubt there was a higher power, and even
more so, a strong calling on my life to make an impact
in the world. However, I struggled with religion's
restrictions and how church leaders focused more on
the consequences of doing something “wrong” rather
than the intuitive power and freedom that was part of a
spiritual journey.

Early on in college, I joined a very tight-knit church and
spent most of my time going to church, studying the
Bible, and inviting others to join me.  But my senior
year, everything changed when I discovered the church
I had devoted three years to was, in fact, a cult!  It was
incredibly shocking. Not to mention, I felt betrayed not
only by the church and my friends but also by God.

It took years to process my experience in the cult and
what it meant for my spiritual journey.  I was no longer
trusting of any church, as I saw them as being run by
sinful and corrupt men. Despite my trust issues with
organized religion, I knew there was still more to life
than the physical things I could see.

I discovered the Law of Attraction and the Law of
Assumption. I immediately saw a correlation between
the science-driven, spiritual world and the teachings I
had learned in the church.  However, this time I wasn’t
looking outward for guidance and acceptance. I was
looking inward.  It was a miraculous ah-ha moment for
me, as I finally felt like I had learned the true meaning
of life.

It’s all about mindset and perspective!

As a mindset and empowerment coach, I help women look
inward to overcome obstacles by using my simple three-
step system: Reflect, Reset, Rewire.

I am grateful to be able to share my three-step system
with you!  I hope it helps you to not only overcome
obstacles but also to become a stronger, wiser, more
resilient, and more aligned version of who you are meant
to become: https://www.duhiggcoaching.com/freebies

THE THREE KEYS TO BECOMING
WHO YOU’RE MEANT TO BE
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THE ART OF
MANIFESTING: ARE YOU
READY TO RECEIVE?
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by Raiszs Toerab

 It receives your message with your desire. 
 It understands what you want and is now looking at
your current life.
 It recognizes you are not ready to receive it yet.
 It sends things and opportunities your way to help
you in your growth to make you ready.
 You have, at that moment, a choice, such as asking
yourself, “will I make myself ready?” Only you are
likely not aware of this, so it’s more like asking
yourself, “am I taking this opportunity or not?” The
Universe tries something else. 

Have you ever tried manifesting something big that didn’t
work?

Do you want to know why? The Laws of the Universe is
becoming more well known, as it helps you to manifest
whatever you want whenever you want. But why doesn’t it
work for you? Why do you keep asking, believing, letting it
go, and still never receive it?

The reason why is that you are not ready to receive it yet. 

For example, you ask for your dream house at your
current being, and if you have received this immediately,
you may have received big problems. 

Why?

Because you couldn’t afford to maintain it, so you would
have found yourself in big debt. Maybe your mindset
would shift negatively because you didn’t have the right
mindset to begin with, or you would get in a fight with
family. In other words, it would not have ended well for
you.  

That is why the Universe works as follows:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6. When you take on an opportunity, the Universe brings to
you on your path, and you can grow. And the Universe will
make sure to send you enough possibilities to grow to where
you have to be. 

7. The Universe sees that you are almost ready and gives you
a final test to see if you are falling back easily or have really
grown. 

8. When you passed the test, you will go to the next phase,
which is the last step to your readiness.

9. You are entirely ready to receive what you have asked for,
you have changed, you have grown. You are a new person
right now, and that is when you will receive what you have
asked for.

10. Something will come easily on your path, and everything
will flow easily and effortlessly to receive it. And that’s what
is called Divine Timing!

Visit  Raiszs.com - Rise to your Infinite Self and start
your Creation
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Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Cook rice according to package
instructions.
Meanwhile, trim about 1/4-inch from tops of bell peppers and then
remove stems, ribs and seeds. Fill a baking dish large enough to fit
peppers with about 1/2-inch of water.
Place peppers upside down in water, cover with foil and bake 20
minutes.
Meanwhile heat olive oil in a large non-stick skillet over-medium high
heat. Add onion and saute 3 - 4 minutes. Move onions to one far side of
the skillet. Add beef in chunks, season with salt and pepper then let sear
until browned on bottom, about 3 minutes
.Break up beef and toss with onions and continue to cook 2 minutes,
add garlic and cook until beef is cooked through, about 1 minute longer.
Remove from heat, drain off excess fat.
Stir in tomatoes, half of the tomato sauce (about 1/2 cup), cooked rice,
parsley, Italian seasoning and season with salt and pepper to taste.
Reduce oven temperature to 350. Turn peppers upright, sprinkle inside
peppers lightly with salt and fill with beef filling. Pour remaining tomato
sauce over peppers. Cover with foil and continue to bake 20 minutes.
Remove from oven, sprinkle with cheese, return to oven and bake until
peppers have reached desired tenderness, about 10 - 20 minutes
longer. Sprinkle with parsley and serve warm.

Directions:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

6 medium sized  orange bell peppers
2/3 cup long grain white rice 
1 Tablespoon avocado oil or other healthy
cooking oil, plus additional for coating sheet
pan.
1 1/4 pound lean ground beef ground turkey, or
ground chicken
1 medium yellow onion diced small
3 garlic cloves, minced
(1 Tbsp)1 (14.5 oz) can petite diced tomatoes,
drained
1 (8 oz) can tomato sauce
3 Tbsp minced fresh parsley, plus more for
garnish
2 tsp Italian seasoning
1 cup shredded mozzarella cheese

Ingredients:
HALLOWEEN STUFFED PEPPERSHALLOWEEN STUFFED PEPPERS
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Remove seeds from your pumpkin and place in a colander. Place colander in your sink and rinse with water,
removing as much of the stringy pumpkin guts as you can. Pour seeds on to a rimmed baking sheet and allow
to dry overnight. The following day, pick out any remaining pieces of pumpkin.
Preheat oven to 300 F degrees.  
Toss pumpkin seeds with paprika, Cajun seasoning, and salt until coated. Mix Worcestershire sauce with
melted butter  in a small bowl, pour over seeds, and stir to to combine. Spread seeds onto a baking sheet
in a single layer.
Roast seeds in the preheated oven until browned and crunchy, 45 minutes to 1 hour; stir and turn seeds
several times during roasting.

Directions:

CAJUN ROASTED
PUMPKIN SEEDS

1-1/2 cups raw pumpkin seeds
1 Tbsp butter, melted
1 tsp paprika

Ingredients:
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3/4 Cajun seasoning, or to taste
salt to taste
2 dashes Worcestershire sauce
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4 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil, divided
1 medium yellow onion, chopped
2 medium carrots, peeled and chopped
2 medium ribs celery, chopped¼ cup tomato
paste
2 cups chopped seasonal vegetables
(potatoes, yellow squash, zucchini, butternut
squash, green beans or peas all work)
4 cloves garlic, pressed or minced½
teaspoon dried oregano½ teaspoon dried
thyme1 large can (28 ounces) diced
tomatoes, with their liquid (or 2 small 15-
ounce cans)
4 cups (32 ounces) vegetable broth
2 cups water
1 teaspoon fine sea salt
2 bay leaves
Pinch of red pepper flakes
Freshly ground black pepper
1 cup whole grain orecchiette, elbow or small
shell pasta
1 can (15 ounces) Great Northern beans or
cannellini beans, rinsed and drained, or 1 ½
cups cooked beans
2 cups baby spinach, chopped kale or
chopped collard greens
2 teaspoons lemon juice

Ingredients
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

HALLOWEENHALLOWEEN
MINESTRONE SOUPMINESTRONE SOUP

Warm 3 tablespoons of the olive oil in a large Dutch oven or
stockpot over medium heat. Once the oil is shimmering, add the
chopped onion, carrot, celery, tomato paste and a pinch of salt.
Cook, stirring often, until the vegetables have softened and the
onions are turning translucent, about 7 to 10 minutes.

Add the seasonal vegetables, garlic, oregano and thyme. Cook
until fragrant while stirring frequently, about 2 minutes.

Pour in the diced tomatoes and their juices, broth and water.
Add the salt, bay leaves and red pepper flakes. Season
generously with freshly ground black pepper.

Raise heat to medium-high and bring the mixture to a boil, then
partially cover the pot with the lid, leaving about a 1” gap for
steam to escape. Reduce heat as necessary to maintain a
gentle simmer.

Cook for 15 minutes, then remove the lid and add the pasta,
beans and greens. Continue simmering, uncovered, for 20
minutes or until the the pasta is cooked al dente and the greens
are tender.

Step 6
Remove the pot from the heat, then remove the bay leaves. Stir
in the lemon juice and remaining tablespoon of olive oil. Taste
and season with more salt (I usually add about ¼ teaspoon
more) and pepper.
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Instructions: 

Preheat your oven to 300 degrees F. Line your baking sheets with parchment paper. Use a
mandolin slicer to cut the sweet potatoes into paper-thin round slices. You can use a knife if you
don't have a mandolin slicer.

Add the sweet potato rounds into a large bowl and add the olive oil. Gently toss to coat every piece
with oil. Then lay the sweet potato rounds out on the baking sheets in a single layer. 

Sprinkle the chips lightly with Pink Himalayan Salt or Sea Salt (optional black pepper). Bake for
approx. 20-25 minutes until crisp and golden around the edges. Remove from the oven and cool
for 5 minutes on the baking sheets. Then move the chips to a bowl, or plastic bag to store. If you
find a few chips with soft centers, pop them back in the oven for another 5 minutes or until crispy.

Sweet potatoes
olive oil
Pink Himalayan Salt or Sea Salt
Optional: pepper 

Ingredients

SWEET POTATO CHIPSSWEET POTATO CHIPSSWEET POTATO CHIPS



BOOK SPOTLIGHT 
By Christine Morrell

A New Earth:
Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose  

by Eckhart Tolle
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If there was ever a time for us to take control of our lives
and end our suffering – it’s now! That is why I have chosen
New York Times Best Selling book,  A New Earth:
Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose, by Eckhart Tolle. 

You may have heard of this popular Oprah Book Club
selection (unless you were hiding under a rock in 2008).
Oprah loved it so much she created a global web series as
a “wake-up call” to the entire planet.

OUR MINDS

According to Tolle, our minds are responsible for the
constant misery, pain, and conflict that we find ourselves in.
When we are stuck in the past, busy obsessing over the
future, or worrying about something, we allow our ego to
dominate us and run the show. This process takes us away
from feeling happy and fulfilled in the present moment. 

For years, personal development (self-help) books have
been flying off the shelves. Despite our valiant effort to “fix”
ourselves, our self-destructive habits are destroying our
lives and threatening humanity’s survival, as it is all being
fueled by our ego. In an attempt to learn more about
ourselves, the ego tricks us into thinking that knowing
ourselves is the same as knowing about ourselves. 

THE EGO

The ego keeps us wallowing in our thoughts, opinions, and
feelings. But this is not who we are. 

The ego-driven over-thinking causes us to alienate
ourselves and sit in our suffering. Ruminating over painful
events from our past, creating stories, and speculating
about other people’s involvement (or intentions) fuels
resentment and anger within ourselves. 

We feed our ego every time we identify ourselves as (“I”) –
or by our wealth, material possessions, accomplishments,
and our backgrounds. But this is not who we are. Releasing
our ego is about more than just giving up our attachment to
material goods or our obsession with reliving our “glory
days.”

To “fix” what feels broken within ourselves, the ego has us
look to people and things that are outside ourselves.  But
the answer is not outside ourselves. It is within.

We must shift our awareness and detach ourselves from our
thoughts so that we can analyze them.  

If the ego is the source of our discontent and feelings of
insecurity and anxiety, releasing it is the key to our
happiness. Therefore, we need to simply let go of the
incident (or the bothersome thoughts) and return to the
present moment. 

We can always find peace and inner aliveness in the
present moment. To get there - just breathe.  

BE PRESENT

Focusing on our breath will help us to reconnect with being
present. 

Breathing ignites our inner aliveness – especially when we
do with intention. 

The best way to become present is through meditation. If
you do not already have a meditation practice, start one. It
will change your life

LIFE PURPOSE

We all have an inner and outer purpose.

Tolle says we all share the same inner purpose – to become
present and enlightened. Being aware of this inner purpose
is vital. Awakening and experiencing a change in
consciousness enables us to separate thought from
awareness and elevates our state of enlightenment so that
we are present. When we are present, we are conscious,
but without thought. 
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UPLEVEL YOUR COACHING
FREE COACHING TOOLS AND RESOURCES

Grab your brandable done-for-you coaching tools, exercises & forms now!

GET YOUR FREE COACHING TOOLS
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